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1/18 SCALE PERFORMANCE RC TRUCK
WI T H  DEFENDER D90  BODY  SE T
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Custom Designed for True to Scale Looks
Realistic Aluminum Ladder Frame Chassis
R5 1/24 Mini Cast Transmission
1/24 Cast Front and Rear Axle Set
 4  links front and 4  links rear  suspension
Stamped Steel 1.0 Stock Beadlock Wheel
Dirt Grabber 1.0" All Terrain Tire
9G Analog Metal Gear Micro Servo
Micro Ultimate 40mm Scale ShocksFE
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Experience the versatility and advanced design of the 1/18 
Gelande 2 for yourself. Packed full of capability, the Gelande 2 
is ready for any challenging condition. Put your off-road driving 
to test and see why the G2 is unmatched in its class!

G2 is built with quality materials and craftsmanship. It can maneu-
ver extreme descents and climbs with ease. The new R5 1/24 Mini 
Cast Transmission provides power out to the all - new 1/24 Yota II 
axles. 

The core of the G2 is built for the true off-road enthusiast. From 
customized options to tried and true performance. From emer-
gency and expedition vehicles, to daily drivers and down and 
dirty off-road rigs. It can pull off many looks, you will be able to 
customize your G2 and have it fit with any identity. 

The G2 comes with double triangulated 4 link front and rear. The 
servo is mounted on the chassis out of view for a more scale 
appearance. 

Are you ready for your off-road experience?
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The 1/18 G2 includes a quality 2-in-1 Micro ESC + Receiver 
paired with the all new XR2 Micro Radio system. Ready for 
your scale adventure!

The 1/18 Gelande comes standard with the RC4WD 7.4V 
850mAh 2S LiPo Battery. This includes a built in Low 
Voltage Cutoff System to help prevent excessive draining of 
battery.

The most scale accurate axles on the market, the RC4WD 
1/24 Cast Yota 2 axles feature innovative 8 degree round 
knuckles, unique removable diff covers, new lower mount-
ing points and a compact offset pumpkin in the front.

The Driveshafts for the G2 are an all - new design featuring 
bulletproof steel universals and a new high quality steel 
shaft for great driveline angles and durability on the trail.

The G2 includes the new Mini Hammer Transfer Case. Packed 
with scale detail, the Hammer features a cast metal exterior and 
heavy duty gears for durability.
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The G2 Chassis features a simple front mounted electron-
ics plate for easy mounting of the XR2 Micro ESC/Receiver 
combo. 

The G2 includes a set of RC4WD Micro Ultimate Scale Shocks. 
Designed for ultimate scale looks and ultimate performance. 
The shocks are machined from billet aluminum and internally 
sprung.

The All New G2 Chassis is a machined billet aluminum ladder 
frame with an all link suspension design, scale shock hoops, 
chassis servo mounts and hard body mounting points for the 
ultimate in strength.

The G2 includes a set of RC4WD Black Stamped Steel 1.0 
Stock Beadlock Wheels. Featuring a super tough black finish, 
aluminum internal locking ring and popular 6 lugs design.

Every G2 needs a tough set or rock grabbing tires and the 
included Dirt Grabbers in X3 Compound deliver the traction 
as well as perfect scale looks in just the right size.
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All New R5 1/24 Mini Cast Transmissions
Total Gear Ratio: 15 : 1
Pinion Gear: 80P 10T
Gear Material: 45# Steel and Black Hard
Case Material: Zinc Alloy

All New 1/24 Cast Yota II Axles
Ratio: 2.55:1
Width at Hex : 92mm
Case Material: Zinc Alloy

G2 Suspension
Double Triangulated 4 Link Front and Rear 
Suspension

Shock Absorbers
Ultimate 40mm Scale Shocks - Can not be 
Oil Filled 

Wheels
Type: 1.0”  6 Lug Wagon Wheels
Hub: Hex Type 
Width: 7mm
Back Spacing: 7mm

Bumpers
Machined Billet Aluminum, Lightweight

G2 Truck Dimensions
Wheelbase: 130.75mm (5.115’’) 
Width: 108.08mm (4.3’’)
Height: 120.53mm (4.7’’)
Ground Clearance: 30.74mm (1.21”)
Final Drive Ratio: 38.2:1 
Weight: 1.14Lbs / 520g
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The G2 features the Defender Scale Body Set. The Defender 
body has an awesome appointment of scale details includ-
ing mirrors, door handles, vents and grill to match the 1:1 
vehicle.

The unmistakable lines of a classic. The Defender Body Set 
is an exact replica of the fully scale vehicle, right down to 
the rivets! No other scale body comes this close to realism. 

The Defender Body Set comes in durable hard plastic 
molded in a paintable black finish, perfect for custom paint. 

Defender Body Set with front and rear accessories that 
allows you to choose whether to install them.

The crisp lines and subtle details are all captured. Detailed 
parts are included as well as clear lenses for all signal lights. 


